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Abstract: In an effort to standardize algorithms and parameters concerning surface finish
measurement, distinct relevant organizations have developed their own optimized
software's applications. In compliance with the current ISO standards, these applications
allow for a wide range of possibilities in order to characterize the input data which
represent the surface. Nevertheless, an average user will commonly be unaware of the
quantitative differences that arise among the results of the various softwares. Provided the
opaqueness of the organizations and the inaccessibility of its intern codes, this paper
presents an analysis of the abovementioned discrepancies. Furthermore, the main strengths
and weaknesses each program shows are outlined as well. On the basis of the foregoing, the
development of a new software is finally introduced as an alternative baseline that
potentiates such characteristics as efficiency, modularity or user-friendliness.
Keywords: Surface roughness; ISO 5436-2; software measurement standard; softgauges;
VisualSR2D.

1. Introduction
Manufacturing process, functionality and design
specifications are all aspects converging in surface finish
(Whitehouse,2011). This is the main reason for the
measurement, characterization and study of surface texture.
The assessment of surface finish in a part requires a
large amount of data length measurements that must be both
filtered and processed. Besides, experience demonstrates
that each of these measurements are subjected to a
substantial degree of uncertainty (Rosen,2011), (Li,2009,)
so the surface finish measurement process tends to be more
complex than the process of measuring a single and direct
magnitude. Even ignoring this uncertainty, identical input
data can lead to different quantitative results in the surface
finish measurement, mainly due to the diverse nuances
which concern data manipulation during the results
calculation.
In this regard, international regulations (IS05436) try to
establish explicit guidelines that unequivocally lead to the

same results when processing the same source data. In spite
of this unifying effort and the definition of software
standards, differences persist. In some cases, the difference
among measurement results is the consequence of an
incomplete definition of the specification that was intended
to measure. Most of the cases however, disparity in results
is caused by the use of distinct filtering softwares or by the
application of unlike numerical algorithms in the calculation
of the surface finish parameters. The following are some of
the factors that may lead to diverging numerical results
when two-dimensional surface finish parameters are
calculated.
Sampling length vs evaluation length
Using different length intervals for the evaluation of the
surface parameters is known to be a source of confusión.
Even though there exist international standards that
establish the length intervals that should be used for
evaluating each parameter, those intervals are not consistent

among different standards. An example of this can be found
in the case of the two-dimensional measurement of surface
finish. On one hand, ISO standards (2) state that frequently
used parameters like Ra (arithmetic average of the
roughness profile) or Rq (root mean square roughness) must
be calculated for each 'sampling length'. ISO standards also
state that the valué of the sampling length must be equal to
the valué of the cut-off wavelength used for the data
filtration. However, ASME standards (3) establish that the
length used for the calculation of Ra or Rq (regularly called
Center Line Average (CLA) and Root Mean Square (RMS)
in the British área of influence) must be the 'evaluation
length', which usually contains several sampling lengths.
Whereas the knowledge of the length used for calculating
the parameters should be evident for the user, this is not
always the case. Sometimes, the final user ignores or does
not have access to the individual valúes of the measurement.
Thus, the user has to rely on the valué of the chosen
parameter that is provided either by the instrument or the
software used.
Reference Line
Another possible cause for diverging results comes from
the determination of the reference line, which is the line
used for measuring the height of the points contained in the
dataset. As a result, the valué of those parameters (e.g. Ra,
Rq) depending on the features of this line are affected. Once
the profile has been filtered, the reference line can be
calculated in three different ways using least sum squares
algorithms: (a) As a line parallel to the direction of the Xaxis (Central Line), (b) as a line calculated minimizing the
square sum of the ordinates in each point (Mean Line)
(Yuan, 2000), or (c) as a line calculated minimizing the sum
of the squares of the orthogonal distances between the
profile points and the corresponding line (Orthogonal Line).
A more detailed analysis of the influence that the reference
line might have on the valúes calculated for the parameters
can be found in (Sanz, 2012). This influence is
quantitatively less relevant than other causes of variation,
albeit it should not be dismissed.
Filtering
The filtration of the profile's raw data (Raja, 2002) is a
matter of great importance since it affects in a very
significant way the final valúes obtained. Originally, in the
case of mechanical roughness testers the data was
analogically filtered using RC filters (Jiang et al 2007) (
Muralikrishnan, & Raja, 2009) for the normalized valúes of
cut-off %c. Despite the fact that nowadays the filtration is
performed digitally, RC filters are still present in a great
number of roughness testers. Currently, the most widely
used filter is the Gaussian filter (Whitehouse,2013), which
is based on the convolution of the profile using a Gaussian
function. The biggest disadvantage of this filter is the
dispersión produced at the extremes of the measured
intervals, which makes it necessary to exelude data
contained at the edges of the evaluation length

(Janecki,2012). The implementation of the filter may be
performed by directly using convolution algorithms, the
Fourier transform or the Fast Fourier Transform. Depending
on the use of one algorithm or another, final results may
experience slight variations. Moreover, spline type filters
(Zhang,2012) (Krystek, 2005) are increasingly often chosen
because they eliminate the inconvenient associated with the
edge valúes. Nevertheless, they are still not widely
implemented in the industrial equipment of measurement.
Finally, robust filters (Seewig, 2005) can also be mentioned.
They are useful when measured surface has deep valleys or
high peaks that excessively disrupt the profile when filtered
by other types of filters. In addition, it should be mentioned
that, regardless of the type of filtering, the utihzation of an
additional filter of short wave Is can affect the final results
depending on the typology of the measured surface.

2. International implementation of ISO 5436-2
Standard
Some of the considerations made in the previous
paragraph are approached by ISO standards ISO 5436-1 and
ISO 5436-2. In fact, with the general title 'Geometrical
product specifications (GPS) - Surface texture: Profile
method; Measurement standards', ISO 5436 consists of the
folio wing parts:
•

Part 1: Material measures

•

Part 2: Software measurement standards

ISO 5436-1 specifies the characteristics of material
measures used as measurement standards ('etalons') for the
calibration of metrological characteristics of instruments for
the measurement of surface texture by the profile method as
defined in ISO 3274. It covers etalons from Type A to Type
E, while ISO 5436-2 introduces new measurement etalons
named as Type F, for calibrating software.
ISO 5436-1 is not used in the present work and
hereinafter, ISO 5436-2 is the standard to be taken into
consideration. Within Type F etalons, the ISO standard
defines Type Fl and Type F2 software measurement
standards for verifying the software of measuring
instruments. It also defines the file format of Type Fl
software measurement standards for the calibration of
instruments used for measuring the surface texture with the
profile method defined in ISO 3274.
On the one hand, Type Fl data format basically consists
on files with experimental data that are used to verify the
software. These files can be used as the entry data of the
software that needs to be calibrated or checked. By doing
this, results obtained using the software may be compared to
that certificated results coming from the reference software.
On the other hand, Type F2 standards define the reference
software itself. This software evaluates the parameters that
characterize surface finish. Worldwide, the three
metrological organisms that have implanted Type F2
reference software are:

•

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST):
Created in 1901, currently a part of the United States
department of Commerce

•

File converter

•

Miscellaneous information

•

National Physical Laboratory (NPL): Created in 1900,
it is the UK's National Measurement Institute and also
the largest applied physics organisation in the UK.

•

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB): Created
in 1887, it is the highest technical authority for
metrology and phy sical safety engineering of the
Federal Republic of Germany.

The first two sections are directly linked to the
development of the ISO 5436-2 standard. The third and the
fourth sections provide a series of information and Utilities
for the users without being direct implementations of the
standard. The first section supplies two-dimensional
reference Type Fl files. Meanwhile, the second section
provides with a reference software, that is, a Type F2
standard. In this case, unlike the NIST proposal, the
reference software consists in a Java-written application that
users can download and run in their own computers.

The characteristics of the more representative
implementations of ISO 5436-2 standards in these three
organisms are presented below.
2.1 National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)
The NIST develops the implementation of the ISO
5436-2 standard in a web called “Internet based Surface
Metrology Algorithm Testing System” (SMATS) (Bui &
Vorburger, 2007). This site can be found in the NIST server.
At the organizational level, SMATS depends on the Surface
and Nanostructure Metrology Group, which at the same
time belongs to the Semiconductor and Dimensional
Metrology División.
SMATS is divided in four main sections:
•

2D analysis tools

•

Datábase of two-dimensional profiles

•

3D analysis tools

•

Data base of three-dimensional surfaces

The two first sections provide Type F l and F2 standards
for surfaces shaped as two-dimensional profiles, whereas
sections three and four do the equivalent for threedimensional surfaces. The approach developed by NIST
offers the user access to the reference software (Type F2)
through an Internet server, which also incorporates several
files that contain reference Type Fl data format (*.smd
format). The user can download various files according to
the options chosen in each case.
2.2 National Physical Laboratory

(NPL)

The NPL undertakes the implementation of the ISO
5436-2 standard through a website called ‘Softgauges’,
which dependency is not directly related to the NPL server.
Huddersfield University has been an active participant in the
creation of this website. Just like some of the works
published by members of this university (Leach, 2004),
(Nie et al, 2006), (Blunt, 2008) highlight, ‘Softgauges’ is
divided into four main sections
•

Reference databases

•

Reference algorithms

2.3 Physikalisch-Technische

Bundesanstal

(PTB)

The PTB develops the deployment of the ISO 5436-2
standard through a website called ‘Reference Software for
Roughness metrology’ (RPTB) which is located in the
PTB's server.
In this case, the application consists of reference
software of Type F2 in accordance with ISO 5436-2. It
offers the user access to reference software (Type F2)
through an Internet server, but data sets of Type Fl data
format (*.smd format) are not available in this case. Only a
brief description of the data format is given.
The user can chose different options, being the final
result a report displaying the quantitative results, operating
similarly to NIST’s alternative.

3 Comparative analysis of the international
implementations
In order to make a comparative analysis of the three
previously described implementations, a numerical example
has been performed. Numerical data have been implemented
in each of them, so that their main characteristics and
benefits can be evaluated. The following parameters
according with ISO 4327 have been selected for the
comparison:
•

- Pa , Wa , Ra: Arithmetical mean deviation

•

- Pq , Wq , Rq: Root mean square deviation

•

- Rt: Total height

•

- Rz: Máximum height

•

- Rp: Máximum profile peak height

•

- Rv: Máximum profile valley depth

The Abbott-Firestone curve, also denominated Bearing Área
Curve (BAC) (Petropoulos,2003), is likewise used in the
comparison when it is possible its calculation. The input
data is indicated, also the description of the followed
process and the obtained results.

3.1 Numerical input data

3.2.1 NIST results

The test has been performed using the two primary
profiles shown below in Figure 1. The first one (PROFILE
1), is a simulated profile generated from circumference arcs
of pi/2 radians taking place consecutively until they cover
the evaluation length of 5.6 mm. The second one (PROFILE
2) is an experimental profile. It has been obtained by the
surface finish measurement of a cylindrical aluminium alloy
probe machining on a NC-lathe on a roughness tester SM7.
Both, probe and roughness tester are shown in Figure 2. The
form of the first profile has been chosen due to represents
the ideal geometry generated in a turning operation. This
procedure allows getting similar values of surface finish
(roughness and waviness) in both profiles.
The evaluation lengths in both profiles are 5.6 mm and
comprise 7 sampling lengths of 0.8 mm each. It has been
chosen as it is one of the most frequently used ISO standard
values.

Once a file is uploaded, the NIST provides the user with
a series of utilities such as ‘Curvature Removal’,
‘Filter/Surface Parameters’, ‘PSD’ (Power Spectral Density)
and ‘Correlation’ and ‘BAC’ (Bearing Area Curve).

Figure 2 – Probe and Roughness tester used to obtain PROFILE 2

Figure 1 – Graphic representation of the test profiles

3.2 Procedure and Results
It should be indicated that, even though the *.smd
format is the one established as the standard one by ISO
5436-2, the three agencies accept data in other formats,
mainly simple text formats. One of the main reasons for this
fact is that format *.smd uses ASCII codes, which are not
printable. This condition complicates their manipulation
using conventional text editors. Since it is an awkward
format to work with, the three implementations decided to
admit easier and more manageable formats.

Within the filtering module a wide range of settings
might be chosen, including three different Gaussian filtering
methods (Fast Gaussian, Convolution, Fast Fourier
Transform) as well as two options for 2RC filtering
(Recursive, Convolution). Besides, the user might select the
appropriate value for the long cut-off length and, if desired,
proceed likewise with the short cut-off length. As far as
surface finish parameters are concerned, the NIST also
gives the possibility of calculating them according to ASME
B46 or ISO 4287. The option of estimating the uncertainty
of the parameters is provided too. The settings of the
calculus of uncertainty can be adjusted at the ‘filter/surface
parameters’ module. Thus, the user can define the
percentage of uncertainty associated with both the Z coordinates and X co-ordinates.
The different profiles that result from the filtering
process (raw, waviness, roughness) are shown graphically.
Moreover, the user has the possibility of download these
results in a compressed zip file that contains the data in
varying formats (*.dtd, *.xsl, *.xml, *.sdf, *.smd). Surface
parameters calculated are directly shown on the website in
tabular format. Additionally, a summary including all the
aforementioned data is registered in a downloadable report.
Although provided graphics have low resolution, they
are very useful for the user to get an approximated idea
about profiles form and expected properties. Figures 3 and 4
show the output interface for both example profiles. The
interface shows the options selected for filtering and gives
the possibility of download the profiles data, waviness and
roughness.

For illustrative purposes, the uncertainty calculation is
applied to the simulated profile (Profile 1). For the height
discrimination (uncertainty in Z co-ordinate) and the
spacing discrimination (uncertainty in X co-ordinate) the
values of 5% and 1% have been respectively selected. Some
results are shown down below in Figure 6.
Legend
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Figure 6 – Results of some parameters’ uncertainty calculation
(PROFILE 1).
Figure 3 – NIST’s filtering results for PROFILE 1

Figure 4 – NIST’s filtering results for PROFILE 2

It may be noticed that, as shown in Figure 3, the
waviness profile of the PROFILE 1 is almost rectilinear, so
waviness parameters in this particular case will scarcely
have any interest.
NIST also provide more interesting information as the
BACs shown in Figure 5. This Figure has been created from
BAC numerical data given by NIST output files. Indeed it is
the most powerful implementation among the three
considered.

3.2.2 NPL results
The user should follow some stages before being able to
obtain the parameters results. First, the application
“softgauges” has to be downloaded. It consists of a very
simple software in which the data file must be uploaded
with *.smd format. Taking into consideration that the *.smd
format is not easy to use, the website offers a converter tool
in a manner that the user might convert the profile data from
*.smd, *.sdf, *.prf or *.txt format to the required format
among these. Concerning the filtering settings, both short
and long wavelength options are enabled but only the
Gaussian filter is available.
Once the profile data is loaded in the application,
parameters are calculated according to ISO 4287 and shown
in a table.
Figure 7 presents the different options offered by the
converter, as well as the cut-off selection box. On the right
side the application shows a set of data including the
primary profile points and the calculated parameters.

2. Convcrt to;
Q S M D Formar
QPRF Formar
Q S D F Formal
OTXT Formal

Figure 7 – NPL´s application (right) and converter tool (left)

3.2.3 PTB results
Figure 5 – Bearing Area Curves of PROFILES 1 and 2 obtained
from numerical data provided by NIST

The PTB´s reference software is located in an online
server. In order to access the application, the user must sign
in with his/her own username and password, which firstly
requires to register on the website. With respect to the input

data, the different formats accepted are *.sdf, *.smd and *.pr
– there is a brief explanation of the specifications on the
website in relation to this. Once the file is uploaded
different filtering options are available (Gaussian, Spline, RGaussian and Convolution), each of them including both
short and long wavelengths filtering possibilities.
After applying a filter, it is possible to choose which
parameters are going to be calculated according to ISO
4287. Once the process is finished a full report can be
downloaded, containing graphic information about the
primary, waviness and roughness profiles (as Figure 8
shows), as well as the Bearing Area Curve shown in Figure
9. Furthermore, the parameter results are included in the
report too, not as the case of the dataset of the processed
profiles.

appropriate case to illustrate this phenomenon, since its
waviness profile has a flat and regular shape which has no
zeros (points of intersection with X-axis).
Table 1. Summary of the results. PROFILE 1 (jim)

Parameter

NIST

NPL

PTB

Pa

3.57104

3.57063

3.57104

Wa

2.07198

n.e

2.07198

Ra

2.86981

2.86951

2.86981

Pq

3.98523

3.98486

3.98523

Wq

2.07239

n.e

2.07239

Rq

3.37518

3.37499

3.37566

Rp

8.01392

8.01392

8.01392

Rt

11.59910

11.59919

11.59910

Rv

3.58518

3.58527

3.58518

Rz

11.59910

11.59919

11.59910

n.e. = non evaluated

Table 2. Summary of the results. PROFILE 2 Qim)

Figure 8 - Waviness profile from PTB's report in PROFILE 2

Figure 9 - Bearing Área Curve of PROFILE 2 from PTB's report

3.2.4 Parameter’s results
Results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen
that the values that were processed are practically
coincident; they only differ in the order of thousandths of
micrometres. However, the experimental profile (PROFILE
2) shows more differences due to the fact that it has a more
varying waviness profile.
It is important to point out that NPL is not able to
calculate waviness parameters as long as the waviness
profile does not intersect the X-axis. This fact could be
considered as a limitation and becomes evident below in
Table 1. Such a plain profile as PROFILE 1 is an

Parameter

NIST

NPL

PTB

Pa

3.62938

3.63005

3.62938

Wa

0.91759

0.91732

0.91747

Ra

3.49403

3.49277

3.49417

Pq

4.34202

4.34272

4.34202

Wq

1.00338

1.00307

1.08673

Rq

4.11086

4.11031

4.11329

Rp

9.09216

9.10812

9.09244

Rt

14.97329

14.97815

14.97415

Rv

5.24320

5.24930

5.24359

Rz

14.33536

14.35742

14.33603

The parameters evaluated in the primary profile are
coincident between NIST and PTB while the NPL
evaluation has differences from the fifth decimal digit (10-8
m). Although this difference cannot be considered
significant, taking into account the resolution of the input
data, it is curious to occur among type F2 software
measurement standards.
In the waviness profile, appears a more significant
difference between the values calculated by the NIST and
PTB, affecting the second digit in the case of experimental
profile (PROFILE2). The differences between NIST and
NPL values in waviness profile remain similar to the case of
primary profile.
Finally, in the roughness profile, differences among
parameters are in the third digit decimal except in Rq
parameter evaluation, where they are slightly higher.

It should be noted that the results are admissible but not
all coinciding as would be expected.
3.3 Main features

comparison

A summary of the main characteristics of the three
implementations is presented, highlighting their strengths
and weaknesses.
General Features
NIST is the only one that provides with Type Fl and
Type F2 standards for 2D surfaces (profiles) as well as for
3D surfaces, while NPL and PTB only work for twodimensional profiles. Additionally, NIST includes in its
application a series of benefits that neither NPL ñor PTB
provide.
Additional

Utilities

NPL provides the user with a format conversión utility,
an aspect that turns out to be of great help when nonstandard files are used, like the ones generated by a
roughness tester. NIST and PTB do not provide specific
Utilities, although NIST’s application returns the files given
as *.smd, so it can be assumed that it has the utility for this
conversión even though it is not explicitly found in the
application.
Filtering

capabilities

Filtering is a relevant subject in final results. NIST
offers 2RC, Gaussian and Short-Cutt Xs filters. The cut-off
Xc and the short cut-off can be selected from a set of valúes.
Besides, the Gaussian filter can be evaluated by three
numerical algorithms. NPL only provides the option of
Gaussian filter, including both short and long wavelength
filtering possibilities too. The PTB's filtering options are
similar to those found at the NIST; Gaussian, Spline, RGaussian and convolution are offered, as well as Xs and Xc
cut-off options are available.
Help capabilities and built-in user support
NIST and NPL provide user support systems for their
diverse modules of calculus, while PTB does not. This help
happens to be especially useful for data errors during input
procedures. These errors can come from several sources and
when they appear, the user may be in a dead end if he/she
cannot find the cause of the error produced during the input
data operation. A clear example of this fact can be found in
the checksum used to verify the integrity of *.smd files
transferred over the Internet. When the source file has an
incorrect checksum, neither NIST ñor PTB provide
information about it. They simply state that an error
occurred during the data processing (PTB) or just simply do
nothing (NIST). As a consequence, the user ignores if the
error is produced by the own file or its transmission.
Conversely, the application of the NPL, which is executed

offline on the user's computer, gives documentary of this
error and even delivers the correct value that the data file
should contain.
It is also important to mention that the three platforms
offer user support by contacting the person in charge by
email.
Formats and *.smd format

compatibility

Initially, NIST’s alternative, as much as NPL or PTB,
admits the standard *.smd format specified in ISO 5436-2
for the input data. However, this format allows certain
variations, like including or not the x-axis measurement
values. Because of this flexibility, it appears that files
downloaded as Type F1 are not compatible between
different programs and generate input data errors. In this
sense, NIST and NPL files are compatible, while PTB uses
a different format, incompatible with the others even though
it is approved by the standard. NIST’s or NPL’s (with a
previous conversion) programs admit the same ASCII text
formats while PTB uses its own ASCII format, which has a
format with extension *.pr.
Implementation

philosophy

Regarding Type F2 standards of NIST and PTB, they
are used through an interactive website. The numerical
algorithms are not visible for the user, as they are run in the
server. Meanwhile, NPL uses a Java written application that
the user can download, install and run in his own computer.
Each one of these indicated philosophies, the one followed
by NIST/PTB and the one followed by NPL's, exhibit a
series of advantages and disadvantages. NIST/PTB's
philosophy ensures that the user is always working with the
latest version and updates are never required. However, in
the NPL's case, the user is “obliged” to check if his/her
version is updated or not. In this case, outdated versions of
the program remain in circulation, and this may generate
confusion for the users, because the review is not indicated.
In return, the possibility to work off-line is always
interesting and the server does not have to be controlled for
possible overloads that can appear in case of a simultaneous
high number of users. NPL's philosophy is easier of
implement than NIST/PTB's because does not require an
interactive web develop and maintenance. Nevertheless is
more rigid to implement upgrades and the interface is
indeed less friendly than NIST or PTB.
Results/Reports
NIST, as much as PTB, generate full reports in pdf
format
containing
extensive
quantitative
results.
Conversely, NPL does not generate such reports. The most
complete and exhaustive report is the one generated by
PTB, although NIST also provides the data in different
formats, facilitating subsequent operations. NIST and PTB
provide a low resolution graphic output, while NPL does not
provide any graphic output.

Numerical data output
An interesting and very helpful feature to compare results
between Type F2 standards and user developments is the
availability of numerical data from profiles. Unfortunately,
only the NIST provides this possibility, while the PTB only
gives graphic values and the NPL gives neither.
Uncertainty

evaluation

Only NIST offers the possibility to calculate the
uncertainty value associated with each parameter, using
Monte Carlo simulation. The results of the calculations are
followed by an extensive documentation that schematically
reflects the different sources of error and explains the
followed process as Figure 10 shows.

•

Parameters evaluation in Roughness, Waviness and
Primaiy profiles (Ra, Rq...)

•

Filtering in the Frequency Domain

•

Gaussian and 2RC Filtering

•

Power Spectral Density evaluation

•

Correlation Analysis

•

Bearing Área Curve Evaluation

The philosophy of distribution and external usability of
VisualSR2D is established on the basis of NPL’s approach.
This means that the software runs as an offline standalone
application on the user’s personal computer. Although ISO
5436 standard indications have been fully integrated into the
software, the management of *.smd files has been developed
in such a way that it handles a high degree of flexibility for
the final user.
Besides, the generation of *.smd files from the raw data
is facilitated by the development of a specific module. The
process is eased to an extent that no previous experience in
ASCII editing is required. Moreover, VisualSR2D includes
a protocol which verifies the structure of any file being
loaded, and reports any unexpected situation that is found to
the user. Among others, VisualSR2D performs the
following operations when interpreting the ISO 5436-2
standard:
•

Analysis of the file's structure: A standardized *.smd
file contains 4 registers. In the case that any of them
were not found, the user is informed that the
structure of the file is incorrect by means of a
notification.

•

Extensive analysis of the file's header: The register 1
of a *.smd file contains information that's essential
for its interpretation by the pertinent software. Before
the application of any mathematical algorithm,
VisualSR2D checks that the internal structure of this
register is correct, and reports any error found back
to the user.

•

Verification of the checksum structure, as well as its
valué: VisualSR2D informs the user not only about
the possible discrepancies in the checksum, but also
about the correct valué if the one contained if the file
happens to be wrong. Additionally, the software will
provide the user with the option to proceed with the
analysis even if the checksum is incorrect, being the
user notified about this condition.

•

Analysis of the optional information contained in the
file: VisualSR2D performs an operation of searching
for additional information that might be useful
towards the interpretation of the *.smd files.
Concretely, it evaluates the ‘PROFILEFILTER’
text field, where the information about the applied
filters is expected to be found. This information is
used by the program in order to properly define the
evaluation lengths.

Figure 10 – Explicatory diagram of NIST uncertainty calculation

4 VisualSR2D
Taking into account the main features of the
abovementioned
implementations,
VisualSR2D
is
introduced as an alternative program in accordance with the
ISO 5436-2 standard.
The software denominated VisualSR2D (Visual Surface
Roughness 2D) results from an attempt to combine the
benchmarking of the three applications that have been
previously presented with a graphic and user-friendly
interface. This software has been created in MATLAB, a
dynamic and easy to handle programming language. When
it comes to defining the functionality of the software, the
approach of the two-dimensional algorithms of NIST’s
alternative serves as reference. Hence, the following
features are included in VisualSR2:

The creation of the *.smd files is presented to the user as
an independent graphic interface. It is divided in three
windows: the first one dedicated to the heading of the file,
the second one including optional information and the third
of them covering the numerical data, which can be copied
and pasted from other formats.
With the aim of illustrating VisualSR2D's operation
mode, the profile 2 – from the previous section – has been
used as an example. The procedure to follow starts with the
set of points that define the primary/raw profile. Then it
might be created a *.smd standardized file by means of the
corresponding module. The file obtained, that contains the
primary profile, is uploaded to the program. Automatically
parameters Pa and Pq – among others – are obtained and
exposed as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 13 - Gaussian filter in VisualSR2D. Waviness profile of
PROFILE 2
Table 3. Values of the parameters Qim) calculated with
VisualSR2D

Figure 11 – Raw profile of PROFILE 2 in VisualSR2D

From this point on, it is possible to get the different types of
filtering and to evaluate the parameters of the corresponding
profiles. It is also feasible to use any of the features that
were previously described too as Figure 12 and Figure 13
show. For its part, Table 3 contains the values of surface
finish parameters calculated using VisualSR2D when
evaluating the profiles described in the previous section.

Figure 12 - Gaussian filter in VisualSR2D. Roughness profile of
PROFILE 2

Parameter

PROFILE 1

PROFILE 2

Pa

3.5710

3.6294

Wa

2.0724

1.0650

Ra

2.8616

3.4697

Pq

3.9852

4.3420

Wq

2.0728

1.1484

Rq

3.3612

4.0695

Rp

8.0139

9.0665

Rt

11.5991

14.9917

Rv

3.5852

5.2258

Rz

11.5991

14.2923

The table 4 summarizes the main characteristics of each
one of the implementations that have been exposed
throughout this paper.

5. Conclusions
The present work has reviewed the implementation of
the F1 and F2 standards that the ISO 5436-2 normative
defines and has introduced a first develop towards the
implementation of a software measurement standard. The
international reference softwares developed by the three
relevant metrology organizations NIST in USA, NPL in UK
and PTB in Germany, have been compared, doing an
analysis of the different features. Additionally, VisualSR2D,
an application aimed to serve as Type F2 standard for twodimensional measurements of surface finish, has been
introduced.
In order to compare the algorithms used in the reference
software, two testing profiles have been run on the programs
to obtain the most significant surface texture parameters. A
great similarity has been found between the results obtained
by NIST, PTB and VisualSR2D. In most of the cases the
results differ in the fifth decimal. As for the NPL, its results
tend to have a more significant discrepancy with the rest of

the software developments. As a main conclusion, the
differences cannot be considered significant, but
considering that the input data is a constant, it is curious that
the Type F2 software standard is not exactly implemented in
the different reference software. For that reason, this is
evidence that many improvements have to be developed in
this field.
Table 4 Summary of the main characteristics of ISO 5436-2
standard implementations

Property
2D Type F1
standards
2D Type F2
standards
3D Type F1
standards
3D Type F2
standards
Xs filtering
2RC Filtering
Gaussian
Filtering
Splines Filtering
Hosting in itself
server
Use of *.smd
format
Own ASCII
Read/Write
format
XML Format
Data conversion
facility
Help
documentation
Additional
documentation
Assistance in
resolving errors
Ease of operation
Uncertainty
calculation
Graphic outputs
Numerical
outputs
Results' report

NIST

NPL

PTB

Visual
SR2D

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

GOOD

GOOD

POOR

GOOD

manipulation is often awkward. The fact that each of the
three alternatives used as a benchmark in this paper have
developed their own alternative format is a good indicator
for this.
In this sense the *.xml format used by NIST seems to be
a valuable alternative, although certain developments that
rely on the *.xml format have not reached an adequate
consensus yet. It is also very useful to include a converter
for changing the file format between the standard and the
most commonly alternative formats used.
Finally, the development of three-dimensional standards
should be mentioned. New updates are required, as only the
alternative of the NIST has developed different approaches
in this field.
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GOOD
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POOR
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HIGH

LOW
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YES

NO

YES
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